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Inspecting & Repairing Wood



and yellow poplar. many aircraft that are Douglas fir is an acgood candidates for ceptable alternative for restoration, so knowing spruce. Its strength exceeds spruce by roughly how to inspect—and re23 percent, and AC 43-13 pair—wood parts is an An essential aircraft restoration skill says it can be used in essential skill that is becoming a lost a r t . The place of spruce in same sizes or slightly reduced number of airframe and sizes—providing the repowerplant (A&P) meduction in size is substantiated. chanics with experience, let alone expertise, in wood is shrinking, so However, when repairing a wood component you should use the same you need to learn and understand type of wood. as much about wood as possible. Wood used to repair or replace a EAA Sport Aviation is the best structural component, like a spar, on place to s t a r t your education, production aircraft must be graded specifically the December 1998 according to MilSpec 6073, and through April 1999 issues, which manufacturers of production aircraft include a series of articles on airmust verify the source for all materic r a f t wood t h a t w i l l give you a als used as replacements for original good foundation of knowledge. To parts. In other words, you should be complete your wood library, get able to track the origin of the wood military specification MIL-S-6073, you'll use to replace a spar or make "Spruce, Aircraft," dated March 29, other repairs when restoring your 1950. It's one of the most compreproduction airplane. hensive documents available on Because wood is not stamped inspecting wood. "certified for aircraft use" the FAA Another good government pubwants some form of paperwork that lication is bulletin ANC-19, and it's verifies you're using the proper type available through EAA Aviation Inof wood. Most inspectors I've conformation Services. A government tacted agree that a copy of the grads u b c o m m i t t e e on m i l i t a r y and ing certificate, which states that the civilian aircraft design along with shipment of wood that included the Forest Products Laboratory isyour spar material meets MilSpec sued this bulletin in April 1951, 6073, is the best. and it gives an excellent guide to Some companies manufacture reinspecting wood. placement wood parts like spars, and Ideally you should f i n d a methese parts should have an FAA parts c h a n i c or a i r c r a f t restorer or manufacturer approval (PMA) numbuilder who has a lot of experience ber, which satisfies the requirement with aircraft wood to inspect your project. If you cannot find such a judged. FAA Advisory Circular 43- documenting the wood's legality. Ulperson, then educate yourself and 13-IB, "Acceptable Methods, Tech- timately, the responsibility for certifyyour mechanic with as much in- niques, and Practices—Aircraft ing that the wood used to repair a Inspection and Repair," lists differ- production airplane belongs to the formation as possible. ent types of wood that may be used A&P mechanic with an inspection in an aircraft structure, and they in- authorization (IA) who inspects and Types of Aircraft Wood Spruce is the standard against clude Douglas fir, noble fir, western returns your aircraft to service. The bottom line is this. When you which all other aircraft wood is hemlock, white pine, white cedar, WOOD IS A COMPONENT IN
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buy wood to repair and restore your production airplane, buy it from a reliable supply company and get a copy of the wood's grading certificate. The wood should have been inspected before shipment, but you and your mechanic should thoroughly inspect the wood before using it. Wood used to repair or replace nonstructural components doesn't have to meet MilSpec 6073, and ANC-19 says this about the quality



of aircraft wood: "The influence of certain blemishes or imperfections is frequently overemphasized, causing unnecessary rejection of suitable material. Furthermore, since the ef-



fects of defects depend not only on their character and size, but also on their location in the piece and on the kind and magnitude of stress to which the piece is subjected, it is both possible and practical to admit some defects...."



Inspecting Wood



When restoring your airplane, inspecting its wooden parts for structural integrity and safety is the first step. Just because the airplane has been f l y i n g for years does not mean that the manufacturer properly built the structures and used MilSpec wood. It's a safe assumption that you'll not find major defects, but look for them carefully anyway. When inspecting e x i s t i n g wood structures and new wood used to repair or replace parts, use these MilSpec 6073 specifications as your guide. Grain—Flat or F.dge: Figure 1 shows the two cuts used to turn a log into lumber—quarter sawed and plain sawed. You want quartersawed wood for a i r c r a f t use, and you can verify this cut by its edge grain where the a n n u a l growth rings make an angle of 45 degrees or more with the wider surface of the board. On a flat grain board the annual growth rings make an angle of less than 45 degrees w i t h the wider surface. You want edge-grained wood because it shrinks and swells less than flat grain when the moisture content changes. Grain—Slope: Figure 2 i l l u s 104



trates the slope of the grain in spar material, and it's often called "diagonal grain" because it's the deviation of the annual growth rings from parallel when looking at the face of the board. MilSpec 6073 allows a maximum of 1 in 15, meaning that the grain slope does not exceed 1 inch within a 15-inch section of the spar. This slope is critical in the outer sections of a spar, particularly in the outer 1/8 of the depth. You'll often find deviations that may exceed this requirement, such as a steeper slope and a wave in the grain. Setting specific requirements for these deviations is difficult, but as long as they are isolated they should not affect the wood's strength. Overall the general slope must not exceed 1 in 15. Curly or uneven grain is fairly common and is allowed as long as it does not extend over more than 1/4 of the width of the lace of the board at not more than one place every 4 feet of length. Rings Per Inch: Figure 3. Measure the growth rings per inch in a radial direction on each end of the board.



(Measuring rings on the longitudinal surface will be accurate if the board is truly edge grained.) On Sitka spruce there should not be fewer than six rings in any 1 inch. Western hemlock and white pine also should have a minimum of six per inch; however, Douglas fir must have a minimum of eight annual growth rings per inch. Pitch & Bark Pockets: Small, lens-shaped openings among the growth rings are pitch pockets, and usually they are longer than they are wide (and are sometimes several inches long). Pitch pockets are common in spruce, and they occasionally contain resin. A bark pocket resembles a pitch pocket, but it's smaller and 109



encases a patch of bark. Both pockets may weaken the wood. MilSpec 6073 states that these pockets should not be less



than 12 inches apart longitudin a l l y and t h a t the product of a pocket's w i d t h and length shall not exceed 1/4 square inch. If there is more t h a n one pocket in any square foot of surface, the sum of the products shall not exceed 1 square inch. To be within limits you can use



the following rule of thumb: Pockets s h o u l d not exceed 1/8 i n c h deep, 1/4 inch wide, and 2 inches



long, and they should be at least 12 inches apart. If you need to calculate more than this, you should take a second look at the board to see if you want to use it.



Pitch Streaks: This may resemble a dark streak on the wood, and



a pitch streak should not exceed 1/2 inch wide. If you find more than one streak, the total width of



the streaks should not exceed K) percent of the width of the face on which they appear. Compression Wood: O f t e n called "hard grain," compression



wood usually has relatively wide annual growth rings and a yellowish or slightly brownish color when the wood is dry. MilSpec 6073 does not allow compression wood in streaks wider than 1/2 inch.



Usually seen as streaks of darker wood interspersed with streaks of normal wood, the normal wood



usually has more narrow growth



rings. The strength of compression



wood, particularly its stiffness and shock resistance, is lower than that of normal wood, and compression wood will break with a brittle fracture instead of splintering. Compression Failure: Do not confuse compression wood w i t h



compression failure. Compression failure is a more serious defect and is not allowed in aircraft wood. It's also difficult to detect.



Compression failure is deformation or buckling of the wood fibers resulting from severe stress in compression along the grain. It happens when some force, like wind or



snow, severely bends the tree. It



can also occur when loggers fell the tree and it drops on another log or when the log is handled roughly. W r i n k l e s across the face of a board indicate compression failure, and these wrinkles can be well



defined and visible to the unaided eye, or they can be slight crinkles visible only with a microscope. To best see any signs of compression f a i l u r e use a concentrated l i g h t



source and examine the wood at a



45- to 90-degree angle to the grain. A failure will look like an irregular line extending across the grain. Compression failures seriously reduce the wood's bending strength and capacity to resist shocks. Even under low stress a compression fail-



ure will present itself as a complete fracture across the grain of the
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wood. For this reason never use any wood suspected of having compression failure in the primary structure of an aircraft. Knots: A knot is an obvious problem because it weakens the wood by distorting and interrupting the c o n t i n u i t y of the grain. When lumber dries, knots shrink more than the surrounding wood, become loose, and may fall out of the board. And, knots are ugly. MilSpec 6073 allows knots in spar material—if they meet certain criteria. On the wood's wide surface any knot that is somewhat flat grained will u s u a l l y be r o u n d . These knots must not exceed 1/2 inch in diameter, and the sum of the diameters in any square foot shall not exceed 1 inch. Knots on the wide surface of an edge-grained wood are usually spike knots. They must not exceed 1/4



inch in diameter. A knot on the narrow surface (the edge) is not permitted. ANC-19 says the correct way to measure the knot is to measure just the knot, and not the distorted grain around the knot. Brashness: Extreme temperatures cause wood to be "brash," meaning a small deflection will break it suddenly, completely, and without splinters. In short, brash wood has a low resistance to shock—and its use is an aircraft structure is not permitted. Brashness is hard to see, but it should not be a problem for the a i r c r a f t restorer or b u i l d e r because MilSpec 6073 requires the mill's professional inspector to test one out of every 20 boards. If any sample f a i l s to meet the brashness requirement test, the inspector examines the other 19 boards for brashness.



Splits: Rough h a n d l i n g or induced stress causes splits, which usually extend through the entire t h i c k n e s s of the wood. You can find them anywhere, and they are cause for rejection. There are the basics of the MilSpec 6073 specifications. In subsequent articles we'll discuss what to look for when inspecting the wood already in your airplane. Inspecting wood is challenging, and its importance cannot be overemphasized. It should be obvious you must use extreme caution when buying wood from a source other than an aircraft supplier or kit manufacturer. The aircraft supply company will receive wood t h a t meets MilSpec 6073, and it will inspect it for obvious defects. Again, you and/or your mechanic should perform the final inspection. £J5>
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IN OCTOBER WE DISCUSSED



Old Wood



the basics of inspecting aircraft wood, what to look for, common deInspecting & Repairing Wood—Part fects, and how to detect them. When restoring an RON ALEXANDER airplane, the techniques for inspecting wood are , somewhat different. Inspecting older wood involves aft section of the wings and fusethe same basic procedures as new lage. Dirt collects in these areas wood, with a few additions. Un- and absorbs moisture and holds it derstand that you don't have to re- against the structure, allowing the place wood j u s t because it was moisture to penetrate the varnish milled in 1929. It is not unusual and soak into the wood fibers. for wood more than 70 years old to still be serviceable, if it's free of Inspecting Structural Wood defects. However, detecting defects When inspecting wood used for in older wood is often more diffi- structural components, look for cult because they are hidden by mildew, which can result from exlayers of varnish. cessive humidity and heat. If mildew Because the varnish is often dis- is extensive, it can cause dry rot. colored by age and normal wear, Carefully examine every glue joint cracks and compression failures are for evidence of cracks, gaps, and dissometimes difficult to find. Exam- coloration. This can indicate a loss ine carefully the wood at the low- of adhesion. (Note: Healthy Resorciest points on the aircraft, where nol glue joints have a dark color.) If you find evidence of failing moisture often collects. If the airplane has a tailwheel, look at the glue joints, scrape away all the var92 NOVEMBER 2001



nish around the area. This gives you a better look at the wood and, I more specifically, the glue joints, and a magnifying glass assists in this process. Using a small knife, see if you can penetrate the crack by gently pushing the blade into the wood. In wooden structures nails hold the component parts in position until the glue dries. For all practical purposes they can be removed once the glue is dry, but usually they are not removed. If you find loose nails in your inspection, they may indicate adverse movement of the spar, and you should investigate this further. Evidence of corrosion or water stains around the nailed area also calls for further inspection. These same inspection items apply to wood screws. Look for wood shrinkage, particularly around fittings. If the wood shrinks, the bolts or screws holding fittings in place may loosen. Also look for excessive moisture or wet-



i'Mi^-^."^:. VjVtf I '.;AKV l-B ness of the wood, which is easy to ally, compression failure appears as a wood for major defects before using detect, and ensure that it's not being small, fine line that runs across the it. But if you're restoring the airtrapped in the wooden structure. grain of the spar. This indicates that plane, you have an opportunity to Searching for cracks is very im- the wood fibers have ruptured. Any inspect areas normally hidden from portant. Because they are difficult to time you detect wood with evidence view by fabric. Don't let this inspecsee with the unaided eye, use a small of a compression failure you must tion opportunity pass. magnifying glass in suspect areas to replace it. A production airplane's annual expose developing cracks caused by If you suspect an area of wood is inspection is a bigger inspection stress on the entire wing structure, rotten or decaying, scrape and pick challenge. Examining the spar in its impact forces, or too tight bolts. at the wood with a small knife. If dark cavern of the wing's interior Cracks may develop anywhere on the wood splinters it should be good. through the small inspection portals the spar, but they are more likely to But if it's soft and you can easily cut is a task, and lights, inspection mirdevelop around fittings, especially it into small chunks, it is probably rors—and patience—are mandatory. Obviously, finding problems with those that connect the wings to the rotten and you should replace it with sound wood. wood in your aircraft is easier when fuselage and any struts. Grabbing a winglip and shaking you are rebuilding or restoring it, the wing rapidly is a good way to de- Inspection Opportunities ^; but you must not relax your extreme tect any loose fittings, like those that When inspecting older wood you care in finding defects during the connect the struts to the wing spar. assume that most of the major de- annual inspection. A spar crack will often develop If you detect any loose bolts, investi- fects you look for in new wood begate further and look for indications fore using it (discussed in October) near the plywood reinforcement will not be present. This is a fairly plates, and they often occur because of bolt wear or wood deterioration. Most wooden spars have plywood safe assumption, but you must still of spar shrinkage caused by excessive reinforcement plates glued to their be on the lookout for these problems. drying. These cracks often start unfaces where wing and strut fittings You would hope that the person der the plates themselves at the bolt are attached. These plates may also who built the airplane inspected the hole and spread in each direction. The presence of a crack be found under a spar splice. doesn't mean you must reBe sure these plates are not separating from the spar. If place the spar. FAA Advisory Circular 43-13-IB, "Acceptthe glue is failing or other able Methods, Techniques, problems are developing, and Practices—Aircraft Inyou may have to remove and spection and Repair," says: replace the plate. "If the crack is not too long If the varnish is deteriorator too close to either edge ing or eroding because of and can be reinforced propsome chemical reaction, erly, it will probably be more mildew or a f u n g u s can deeconomical and satisfactory velop within the wood fibers. to effect a repair than to inBe especially suspicious of stall a new spar or section." any stains you see. Stains are Repaired wings ready for cover. This repair consists of reoften accompanied by rot. inforcing the cracked area Dry rot can be caused by by gluing plywood or spruce loss of finish, mildew, funplates to both sides of the gus, excessive shrinkage, and spar. These plates must be cracks, and it weakens wood thick enough to provide sufsignificantly. So does fungus, ficient shear s t r e n g t h to which usually develops unboth sides of the spar. The der hot, moist conditions plates should extend bewhen wood is exposed to yond the cracks as recomspores in storage areas. mended in AC 43-13-1B, Airplanes that have and the AC explains how to logged flight time in the air make this repair. Again, no are susceptible to compresfittings are allowed within sion failure—especially if *vv ; they've been subjected to When inspecting wood, look for mildew which is a result the cracked area. unusual loads or stress. Usu- of heat and humidity. •„ -v. ,,• Can you repair the spar or Sport Aviation
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ELECTRIC TRIM SYSTEMS Install this small, 14 volt servo



Servo



motor to control elevator, aileron or rudder trim.



Aircraft Building



Trim Systems Include:



Position Indicator NEW



Part —



Numbers!



Rocker Switch



Pushrod Assembly



T2-7A (equivalent to a 4A) Trim System.......$225 T2-10A (equivalent to a 6A) Trim System.......225 T3-12A (equivalent to an 8A) Trim System.....245



STICK GRIPS



Ray Alien Stick Grips come as a complete assembly. *G101 has a PTT switch. . v . , , ; *G205 includes a PTT switch and 4 pushbutton switches for controlling 2axis electric trim. *G207 has 2 additional SPOT switches that can be used for controlling radios, GPS, auto-pilot, speed brake, etc.



G101



Dark areas indicate use of resorcinal glue.



G101 Stick Grip....$32 G205 Stick Grip......80 G207 Stick Grip....105



G205



WING WALK '



Unique rubbery feel, self-adhesive. Measures 26.5" x 9.5"........ $16
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2525-8 Pioneer Avenue, Vista, CA 92083 USA PH 760 599-4720 FAX 760 599-4383



Download our brochure at: www.rayallencompany.com



Here



WKK$ AIRCRAFT SUPPLY 8OO-221-9425



Fax 618-654-6591



wicksaSrcraft.com For more information, visit SPORT AVIATION on the Web at www.eaa.org



1928 wooden spar which has been cleaned, checked, and revarnished. : .'1 • • ) ' • • ' . • • •
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other component part if you find a crack or indication of a major problem? The short answer is "yes." Repairing wood often is not a simple task, and I suggest that you enlist the assistance of a qualified mechanic. Obviously, finding a mechanic with wood knowledge and experience today is difficult. And if you're restoring a production airplane, an airframe and powerplant (A&P) mechanic must perform the repair or supervise your repair work. Following the procedures in AC 43-13-1B, wooden spars can be spliced at any point, except under wing attachment fittings, strut fittings, etc. The fittings themselves must not overlap any part of a spar splice. Again, splicing a spar should only be undertaken with the help of someone who has experience with the process. Restoring an older airplane usually involves woodworking in one form or another. The average restorer can usually perform routine inspections and repairs, especially with the supervision of a good A&P mechanic. More complex repairs, such as splicing a wing spar, present a challenge—splice the spar or replace it? The answer to this question may depend on whether you can find the person with the skills needed to safely do the repair. If in doubt concerning your ability or the ability of the mechanic to make the repair, I would opt to replace the spar. Next in our series on restorations we'll discuss aircraft plywood and delve into the controversy surrounding which aircraft glue to use. 94
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inspecting aircraft wood 

publication available is a government bulletin titled ANC-. 19. I do not believe it .... Amazingly, we couldn't find an ounce of metal in the .... February 13-14,1999.
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Aircraft Building: Repairing Ceconite Fabric 

signs of cracking within five years, and while the fabric itself is in good shape, the cracked paint begins to separate from the underlying layers. Fabric-covering ...
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Aircraft Building: Repairing Sheet Metal 
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Aircraft Building: Repairing Sheet Metal - Size 
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Aircraft Building: Repairing Ceconite Fabric - Size 
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Aircraft buiding: Inspecting Welds 
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Aircraft buiding: Inspecting Welds - Size 

Linear discontinuities are at least three times longer than their widths. Nonlinear discontinuities have length and width dimensions. Figure 1. Throat crack in a ...
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Aircraft Building 
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spruce such as Douglas fir, white pine, and western ... figure applies to white pine and west- ern hemlock. ... or bark on the edge or corner of a piece of wood.
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the wood. With that in mind, care must be taken by the aircraft builder and re- storer to ensure the ..... Superfil epoxy filler used on wood leading edge of wing.
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Aircraft buiding: Inspecting Welds, Part 2 - Size 

In July's discussion of welding defects and discontinuities we looked at cracks and incomplete fusion and what they mean to the integrity of a weld joint. However ...
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